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ANOTHER FUN
PACKED TERM AT MILS
We learned and had lots of fun on the way!

Creating Fun Memories
Themed crazy days at preschool add fun to the school day.
Dressing up to match the theme of the day is a typical
component of the crazy day activities for preschool students.
The daily activities also relate to the theme in some way to
make the theme more fun for the students and teachers. The
themed days give everyone a break from the normal routine
and make some great memories for the school year.
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From A to Zebra
Children become more actively engaged and learning becomes easier
when they are interested and enjoying themselves.

In the animals show the kids wore the costumes of different animals
and marched in a parade imitating their sounds and actions. It helped
them more to emphasize the names and the shapes of the animals.

Learning to be Green
What does it mean to be green? "Green" is more than just a colour. It
also means taking special steps to protect the environment — the water,
the land, and the air we breathe. Why green? Plants are green, and
without them the Earth wouldn't be such a lovely home for us human
beings.

Green Day was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm in preschool stage... Many activities and games pertaining to green colour
were made.

The Red Color of
Enthusiasm
Colours are indeed the smiles of nature. ‘Red’ colour symbolizes
enthusiasm, life and vitality. The shades of red made our tiny tots feel
bright, lively and cheerful. The kids wore red clothes and red crowns.
They went to the kitchen made red velvet cake and red jelly with their
teachers. Bulletin boards displayed red craft work made by the children.
The ‘Red Day’ celebration was a wonderful learning activity which
helped children to sort and classify objects based on colours there by
reinforcing cognitive skills.

Popcorn for Everyone
It was one of the events that helped in
generating interest and excitement in learning
about the five senses. The children saw and
heard the popcorn popping, they smelled it,
touched it and finally they tasted it. They danced
and sang the popcorn songs. They wore the
popcorn hats and did a group activity that was
put on the bulletin boards. It was such an
amazing day.
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Career Day
We asked the kids to talk about their dream jobs. Children were
dressed up in their dream job uniform and they made a presentation in
front of their classmates. The children had fun and gained knowledge
about different jobs.

Olympics Fun
KG2 stage held an athletic event and encouraged the children to
participate in different physical activities such as football, racing,
basketball, and rope-skipping. They also contributed in crafting a cup
as a trophy for their class and received medals for participating in
that day.

Everybody Loves Clowns
The Clown Day was one of the kindergarten events that helps in
creating a funny and familiar atmosphere for children. They were
wearing the clown’s costume and we coloured their faces with face
painting colours. They marched in a parade in the school buildings.
They played, danced and participated in a lot of activities that made
them happy and excited.

New Year Festivities at KG
We started the event by asking all the children
to head to the theatre and some of them sang
Christmas songs on stage. Later, they met
Santa and they were delighted with the small
gifts they received. It was a memorial day and
the students enjoyed it very much. What a fresh
start for a new year!
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Exploring Culture
Egyptian National Day was an amazing day for KG2 students, where
we did activities related to our country to promote culture and heritage.
The kids were dressed in traditional Egyptian clothes and brought
authentic Egyptian dishes. They coloured the Egyptian Flag and map.

Pyjamas Day
It was a day that children were thrilled with the novelty of wearing
their pyjamas and seeing their teachers and classmates doing the
same! Some children were wondering if they needed to sleep right
away. Others were so proud of their pyjamas and some even brought
along their favourite bedtime stories and stuffed toys. The regular
morning routine was replaced with a series of special activities
including mattress games, bedtime stories and learning about the
importance of sleep in our life. The day has certainly given the
children a lot to think about and we bid the sleepy heads a good rest
tonight.

Arts for Creativity
The year kicked into action with an exciting and enjoyable day that
was focused around art. Traditionally, Art might not be have been
considered as something that would have an impact on a child’s
development. However, nowadays we truly believe that teaching young
people to be creative and appreciate visual aesthetic has a positive
impact on their academic education.

Marketing Event for Grade 6
Marketing event was dedicated for grade 6.
It took one month of preparation and training.
Students were divided into 7 groups from 2
classes. Each group selected their own product to
market independently. All students were trained to
present their products, show the advantages, look
confident and responsive, using body language
techniques and to dress formal to simulate reality.
Everyone did remarkably well and rewards will be
available for their outstanding performance.
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MILS Robo Club
Thursday, December 6 2018
The students of ROBO CLUB had enjoyed preparing an event for the end of the first term.
SUMOBOT EV3 is a robot made up of LEGO Mindstorms EV3 Home edition kit.
It uses two sensors ( color & infrared) and two large motors.
The color sensor is using the reflected light from the mat to stay inside the black ring.
The infrared sensor is detecting the other SUMOBOT to attack and push it outside the ring.

We are all Cheers For the Team!
Our Star team was outstanding winning the under 18 girl’s football tournament. The team spirit was
exceptional and all the girls worked so hard to achieve this fantastic result. We are so proud of the girls.
They are all great role models for our future teams.

U18 Girls Football Winners

SENDING YOU ALL OUR WARMEST
WISHES FROM MILS

Happy
New Year!

